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EDITORIAL  

EDITORIAL
Ar. Anand Palaye

Dear Members and Readers,

We are pleased to present in this issue of JIIA the following papers and articles for you.

Ar. Vijay Kumar Verma in his paper on the Concept of Sustainable Development and 

Current Architectural Practice has elaborated on various aspects of how an architect can 

compliment the overall Sustainable Development.

Prof. Niranjan Garde presents a very interesting paper “Thoughts, Time and Architecture” 

that deals with the deep relationship of how architectural expressions are perceived and 

are influenced by human thought process and passage of time.

Ar. Siddhartha Makarand Godbole in his paper on Designing Smart Facilities for a Smart 

City, presents a study of an existing Bus Terminuses and presents workable options to 

mould these into Smart Facilities. 

Ar. Maheshwari Gupta has presented an analytical study of the Heritage City - Varanasi in 

her paper which looks at the patterns of its growth and highlights possible methods to bring 

order into this process.

Ar. Khurram Ashraf, Ar. Zeba Nisar and Ar. Safiullah have critically analysed the issues faced 

in conversion of Lucknow into a Smart City, specifically due to Mobility Constraints in a case 

study of Aminabad area.

Finally, we have another interesting article from Ar. Yogesh Bharadwaj and Ar. Nitesh 

Dogne titled Sustainable Rural Development (A Paradigm and Prototype) which analyses 

how the application of principles of sustainable development in rural context can help 

reduce the ever increasing pressures of urbanization.

We are sure our readers will find these articles interesting.

Ar. Anand Palaye
Chairman - Publication Board & Executive Editor, JIIA



PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Ar. Divya Kush
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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Dear Fellow Architects,

Warm Greetings,

This issue of the Journal is once again primarily covers the subject of Green & Sustainable 

Development & Smart Cities. However, we also have a very interesting article on

“Thoughts, Time & Architecture” & a research paper on “Changing Urban Form of Heritage 

City - Varanasi".

I am sure the readers will find the contents of this issue useful & thought provoking.

Ar. Divya Kush
President,

The Indian Institute of Architects



ABSTRACT : In the present study the concept of sustainable development and role of architects in it is discussed. The concept of 
sustainability and its application can be comprehend,  by understanding for whom it is require, and why this term came into 
existence and the factors behind it. Then only one can be able to understand the logic and need of sustainability/sustainable 
development in current world. The growing concerns with environmental and economic conditions have led to the debate for 
energy conscious building designs. which is possible by assessing the building at various stages like site planning, building 
material selection with respect to their embodied energy and carbon foot print, construction techniques etc. Furthermore life 
cycle assessments for the buildings at different stages for balanced development satisfying the concept of sustainable 
development should be done.

KEY WORDS : Sustainable Architecture, Embodied Energy, Carbon Foot Print, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

balance between one's architectural practices with the use of 
materials and techniques for a sustainable development.

The building sector is the highest consumer of all the energy 
produced which is consumed basically in formation of building 
material, construction to building use. Minimizing the energy 
consumption is the biggest parameter of sustainable 
development. Building materials formed by combination of 
various natural resources and energy (heat) in various steps. 
During the formation and to its use and till decay, material 
requires energy which is termed as embodied energy as well 
as releases toxic gases termed as carbon foot print which 
affects the environment in many ways. One of role of 
sustainable development is to minimize such affects.

1.2 Current Development and Architectural Practices

All developments are not sustainable, it may be possible that, 
it is fruitful for some peoples only or a group of people but one 
has to think that in a larger 
perspective like in term of it's 
over all effect on ecosystem. In 
the current development 
scenario the building industry 
consumes about 39% of the 
total energy.

Architecture represents a 
unique challenge in the field of 
sustainable development. 

1. Introduction

1.1 Concept of Sustainability/Sustainable Development

The universal definition of sustainability is “sustainability-as 
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” To 
understand the concept of sustainability we need to 
understands what are needs and why these needs are 
important for any society. To live a life shelter, food, clothes as 
a basic need in any infrastructure, transportation, 
communication, electricity etc for a comfortable life. Various 
resources and energy are required to fulfill these needs. 
Resources are a form of energy as all things are a form of 
energy or formed by combination of energy and resources. 
For example for a building the basic constituents are brick and 
mortar which are made up of natural resources (sand, lime 
etc.) and further baked at high temperature(coal, hydro etc). 
Concept of sustainability tells the effective and balanced use 
of these resources and energy 
as these are non-renewable 
sources which will be going to 
end soon.

S u s t a i n a b l e  
development has three 
b a s i c  p a r a m e t e r s ,  
environmental, social 
and economic. They 
need to manage a  

CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE

Concept of Sustainable Development and Current Architectural Practice

Ar. Vijay Kumar Verma - Email : vijayfoa@gmail.com

Ar. Vijay Kumar Verma, Postgraduate from Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee in 2015.
Currently working as assistant professor at Axis College of architecture, Kanpur and principle 
architect at 5d group of architects
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Figure : 1. Factors of sustainable development
Source :- http://www.business.mmu.ac.uk/seeg/images/images/diagram.png

Figure : 2. Energy consumption by various sectors
Source : http://www.c2es.org/docUploads/rc-3.png
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Construction projects typically consume large amounts of 
materials, energy and produce tons of waste which affects a 
lot to the environmental conditions.  There's no model for that 
in current approach of development. The current architectural 
practice primarily focuses on how to fulfill the basic demands 
within less time and money but any environmental issues and 
resources efficiency in terms of sustainable development 
approach has not been considered. fascinating glass and 
concrete architecture has been created but the embodied 
energy and life cycle assessment for material and building in 
the current development which leads us to highest consumer 
of total energy at present development has not been 
considered. The current practice approach is one directional 
like resource construct operate and demolish which was used. 
The recycling or reuse of things in the current model as a 
positive aspect were used (fig 3).

1.3 Role as an Architect in Sustainable Development

With the developing status of countries the demand of 
architecture and infrastructures increases, that consumes a 
lot of energy and natural recourses which are limited. That's 
the position where the role of architects and professional 
comes into existence that how to best utilise the resources to 
satisfy the needs of the people. Sustainable practices are one 
of the solutions for how to best utilise available resources. 
Architects must satisfy the three basic parameters of 
sustainable development that are Environmental needs 
(including mitigation and adaptation to climate change; well 
use of resources), Social needs (including quality and 
accessibility), Economic needs (including value creation, 
feasible with the people). 

For the sustainable architectural and infrastructural 
development we need resources (land, building material) and 
planning techniques, work need to be done cohesively on both 
the parameter for best results. The building materials have to 
be selected on the basis of their embodied energy and carbon 
foot print of the material and use at that particular case. As 
various architectural materials with their embodied energy 
has been shown in fig 4.

Likewise embodied energy consideration architects must 
consider the life cycle assessment (LCA) parameter i.e. to 
assess the environmental impact associated with all stages of 
a products life from cradle to its demolition. “The aim of LCA is 
to compare all environmental effects assignable to products 
and services by quantifying all inputs and outputs of materials 
flows and assessing how these material flows affects the 
environment”, the building assessment information for 
various stages as shown in fig 5.

CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE

Design Construction Demolition
Operation &
Maintenance

Figure : 3. Convention model of current practice in architecture

Figure : 5. Building assessment information

Building Assessment Information

 Building life cycle information Supplementary information
  beyond the building life cycle

Product  Construction  Uses End of life Benefits and the loads
stage process stage stage stage beyond system boundary

1. extraction and processing 1. transport 1. use 1. deconstruction 1. reuse, recovery, recycling
    of raw materials        demolition
2. transport to 2. construction and 2. maintenance 2. transport
    manufacturer     installation process

3. manufacturing  3. repair 3. Waste processing

  4. replacement 4. disposal

  5. refurbishment

  6. energy 

  7. water

Figure : 4. Embodied energy of various materials
Source : https://paradiseprofits.files.wordpress.com/2009/07/
embodied-energy.png
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Considering the above life cycle assessment and concept of 
embodied energy, Architects needs to change the 
Conventional model of the building life cycle in to a new model 
of which comprise of factors of sustainability like reuse, 
recycling, waste management etc.

Formation of a building involves a lot of stages like site layout, 
construction, technology etc and requirements; the stage wise 
planning techniques and technology/innovative techniques 
for sustainable design practices as depicted in fig 7.

2. Conclusion 

With the rapid growth in population and urbanization pace of 
infrastructure cannot be denied but development strategies 
can be consider more precisely to maintain a balance in supply 
and demand of the last part users. Sustainable development 

strategies are one of the solutions for a balanced development 
as Sustainable architecture defines development with 
responsibility to create a balanced and healthy built 
environment based on resource efficiency and ecosystem 
balance. Sustainable buildings and architecture aims to lesser 
their impact on environmental condition and improves 
resource efficiency, with efficient use of natural resources and 
appropriate management during all the processes of 
architectural development of buildings and the end use. It 
contributes a lot in saving renewable sources which directly 
effects the energy conservation by the building sector and 
adds the economic benefit to an individual and the nation 
which eventually result in a overall sustainable community.

CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE
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Figure : 6. Sustainable model of practice in Architecture
Source : Architecture module : Introduction to sustainable design-jong

Figure : 7. Planning techniques and innovative techniques for sustainable design practices

Stages Sustainable Strategies

Site planning / layout • Site Planning and layout according to sun and wind for renewable sources utilization

Building construction • Selection of materials with low environmental affect during entire life cycle

 • Efficient construction techniques and management

Innovative / technology
Advancement techniques • Use of renewable sources of energy

 • High quality and energy efficient lighting system

 • Energy efficient HVAC system

 • Water conservation techniques

 • Recycling and Waste management techniques

 • Construction waste management and recycling
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quite ordinary') has the ability to convey a range of meanings 

based on the depth of our understanding of the relationship of 

people to their ideas of perception and to their expression of 

ideas in architectural forms. The consideration of these 

parameters takes our gaze of thought beyond the visual and 

the response for architecture which gets generated, has a 

significant contribution of geography, history and at times – 

philosophy. Thus, our perceptions of spaces (as architects) is 

bound to change by our increasing awareness of inter – 

relationship of different systems that generate architecture. 

Thus, a naïve judgement of architectural appraisal based on 

the sole criteria of visual aesthetics ought to be discouraged. 

Further, achievement of architecture, in terms of grandiose 

scale of projects or eccentric visual delights cannot be the sole 

criteria for understanding “appropriateness” or “goodness” of 

the intent of expression. Essentially, we are trying to 

understand 'readings' of spaces and ways to conceive 

architecture, and the argument is that the more we become 

aware of the inter relationships of different systems, the more 

profound our ideas may be informed and may get manifested 

in architecture.  It is quite natural, that in realizing the inter 

relationships of systems, we are now dealing with a different 

'scale' of time – mostly pertaining to decades, generations or 

centuries, since manifestations of phenomena in terms of 

culture, beliefs, history, myths, religion, nationhood, and even 

the meaning of community, take enormous time. Thus, one of 

the questions to ask ourselves is: what we are seeing in front of 

us – does it convey the complete picture? Or does it relate to 

something far more different, if many parameters are taken 

into consideration for a longer period of time? Thus, we 

develop a tendency to take a deep pause before arriving at any 

kind of a judgement and initiate a response. Time is the key 

ingredient. By giving more time to understand and feel things 

around us, our perceptions may tend to become profound 

with meaning. We may start to arrive at some of the 

fundamental questions pertaining to 'forward movement', ' 

development', 'vernacular', 'backward', 'traditional', 

'sustainable' and so on, since each of these terms indicates a 

perception of space which is informed by our understanding of 

effects of Time on the phenomena. Simply stated, by giving 

more Time, we perceive situations, people and relationships 

differently thereby creating corresponding responses.

This article is an attempt to elaborate the relationship 

between 'thought' and the sense of 'time'. It will explore what 

factors seem to influence our perception of time. With this 

introspection, comes the issue of how is the quality of 

perception (of things and architecture) related to time?  

Scientific approaches could be used to elaborate the above 

relation. However, I lay emphasis on the intuitive aspect and 

will attempt to take the Reader along this journey by taking 

examples, which most of us may be able to relate. I will 

conclude by asking a series of questions, which the Reader is 

encouraged to ponder and discover the answers to the same.

There seems to be a strong relationship between the 'scale' of 

our thoughts, the sense of time it generates and the quality of 

our perception. We will attempt to understand this 

relationship by taking a simple example.

For this, we choose a setting where a community is staying for 

generations and the building typology has evolved over 

centuries of trial and error techniques. Consider Long Houses, 

or the Bhungas or any kind of 'traditional' architecture. What 

exactly do we mean by the word 'traditional' (or 'vernacular')?  

In trying to build a dwelling (such as a Bhunga), the inhabitant 

carries an impression of the traditional knowledge of building 

processes  – hand skills required for putting things together 

and building the structure by an available material palette. 

These considerations, in turn, are informed by ideas of social 

structures, cultural considerations, division of labour, inter-

community exchange of skill sets, judicious use of natural 

resources such as water, climatic issues, privacy concerns, 

relationship with Nature, cycles of maintenance and deep 

rooted responses regarding sustenance, belief systems and so 

on. The thought needs to consider the sand, wind, clay, water, 

wind, sun, flora, fauna, material, process, people and the 

relationship of all these interdependent systems. In this 

complex (but not complicated) set of systems, architecture is 

thus, just a part of the whole. And therefore, the perception 

and the conception of architecture is not just spatially (and 

visually) driven, but encompasses a lot many parameters 

mentioned above – for these inhabitants and should also be 

considered for any fruitful architectural contribution by 

architects to them. Thus, the visual composition of form and 

space manifested by the inhabitants (despite 'looking visually 
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society, nation, history, myth, and religion, a sense of 

community, collective wisdom, and hierarchical relationships 

and so on. Note that above terms indicate a larger reference of 

time to evolve and indicate an understanding of a relationship 

of different phenomena to create an idea or a concern or an 

understanding. Due to the compulsion of reducing our frame 

of reference to only a 'moment', it becomes difficult (and 

perhaps redundant) to consider complex set of inter 

relationships of different systems of phenomena – thus forcing 

us to consider each part as a separate part (and NOT 

necessarily connected or related to the whole). This 

constitutes a change in perceiving our world now. All ideas, 

concerns, issues seem unique, separate, novel and not inter 

connected. The 'whole' picture is becoming more and more 

fragmented, changing, complex. The individual reality or the 

idea of being distinct or separate supersedes the idea of the 

collective and the interconnected. These have bearings on our 

perceptions of Nature, self and architecture. Architecturally, 

this means, we conceive spaces not necessarily considering 

the phenomena of culture, society, myth, religion, climate, 

traditional building techniques, ecosystems, renewal and so 

on. Our responses seem to cater only to the immediate and 

the individual tastes and not really trying to see how spaces 

can cater to a multi functional and multipurpose use for the 

family or the community or even for those stakeholders or 

participants of space creation, whose voices are rarely heard 

or acknowledged in the processes of interventions, planning, 

designing. The decisions may not be considerate to the subtle 

effects of climate, geology, history, tradition and so on. Thus, 

the nature of spaces is not becoming 'inclusive' of many 

parameters. This brings to the forefront regarding the 

changing identity of community spaces, neighbourhood 

spaces, social and cultural spaces within the city, 

multifunctional zones in the city and so on. Spaces seem to be 

conceived only to be enjoyed by a few, its huge carbon 

footprints denting our delicate relationship with Nature and 

abused at will by few people with little care for others. One 

does not seem to care about the aspect of sustenance and 

renewal and perhaps it is casually assumed that anything can 

be built overnight without the slightest regard for utilization of 

energy and anything can be brutally bulldozed with equal 

speed by constantly shifting priorities catering to individual 

whims, fancies and fashions. One need not be responsible for 

the 'greater good', one need not be answerable and one need 

not be concerned about critiquing one's own creation. Of 

course, there are advantages in this change of our perception 

and our tendencies of concentrating on the moment (or the 

“now”), some of them being - “newness” to look at the same 

phenomena in extremely divergent perspectives (which need 

not be converging), breaking and challenging hard set belief 

systems born out of tradition, culture, breaking hierarchical 

Let's explore the reverse case, since it is an indicator of 

contemporary urban situation as regards to Time. I wish to 

narrow my argument to prominent concerns of our time – 

digitization and its effect on time. Impact of digitization on our 

perception of thought, the way we choose to live and form our 

experiences, and our relationship with time is an extremely 

vast topic to explore and debate. Summarily it can be stated to 

be a perception that 'Time seems short'. This should prompt 

us to question – how did this perception get created and why 

do we seem to feel this? And what seems to be the effect of 

this perception on the quality of spaces we design or we live 

in? 

Digitization has many effects, which we will try to see now. I 

prefer to equate digitization with its nature of rapid change. 

Digitization is also connected with the processes of 

visualization, drawing making and construction industry. It is 

also connected to the domain of management of any 

phenomena from micro scale (such as biometric thumb 

impressions) to mega scales (such as management of cities, 

infrastructure, and services). And importantly, it is also 

connected to dissection of any given phenomenon into 

infinitesimally parts, thereby generating enormous quantum 

of data and compelling us to be engrossed continuously in 

analysis – all in the name of 'refinement' or perfection or 

prediction. We are compelled to concentrate and base our 

analysis and response on the infinitesimal part (or the 

'moment'), rather than eternity. Since a moment changes fast, 

so does the dissected data generated by the digitization tool, 

thereby forcing our responses to change with the same 

rapidity. The entire notion of our perception seems to only be 

concerned on the reality of the moment – since we have 

allowed digital world to take control of the smallest of 

components of time, on which, we are basing our analysis and 

responses. 

Secondly is the aspect of increasing penetration and 

dissipation of information by virtual environments such as 

smart phones and the internet in our daily lives and its 

apparent changing nature characterized by replacement, 

displacement, transformation, modification and so on. The 

frame of reference in this virtual world seems to be changing 

and fluid. This has advantages as well as disadvantages on the 

nature of perceptions of reality. We will try to see what do 

above two developments (digitization and the internet 

presence) seem to have an effect on our perceptions : 

Any concept or an idea or an issue or an understanding, which 

depends on a larger framework of time to evolve and be 

realized, has no place now to be aptly considered for 

discussion. This includes any idea or a concern or an 

understanding related to Nature, ecology, geography, culture, 

THOUGHTS, TIME AND ARCHITECTURE
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dispersal of knowledge systems and a constantly changing 

focus. However, I argue that such tendencies to concentrate 

only on the 'moment' and the resultant expression of this 

tendency towards a 'distinct' or 'separate' response is to be 

seen critically, since it may disconnect our relation and 

responsibility to Nature, thus causing serious harm to the 

environment and us. This is at the crux of the problems we 

seem to face today. The requirement of inclusive thinking and 

wider + longer view of the situation is dependent on the frame 

of Time.

Changing digitization tools also means changes in the ways 

things are done. This means new ways of execution, but also 

means disruption of traditional skill sets. Since traditional 

systems of thinking – place reading, conception, hand 

drawing, negotiating with building masons, the actual building 

process itself were slow; the nature and the process of design 

had to cater to these parameters. With increasing use of 

software technology in the processes of drawing and 

execution, our thinking pattern and its relationship to 

different aspects of idea creation, to the people and to the 

processes of execution are also affected. Questions to be 

asked is whether effects of traditional skill of spanning and 

construction need to be considered or not? Should we be 

dependent on slower and local building techniques of 

execution, when much quicker alternatives are available? Do 

we need to feel concerned about empowering local skills, craft 

based occupations through the medium of architecture by 

giving an opportunity for such skills to manifest in our design 

or a quick, efficient, standardized solution bulldozing 

generations of wisdom is the correct way of going forward?  

Do we really need to go to the site to 'feel' its nuances or can 

our feelings be informed only by virtual data? What is the 

approach towards maintenance? The question is what do we 

seem to achieve by faster mode of thinking and execution? 

What do we gain and what subtle clues from the environment 

do we get, when we deliberately attempt to slow down our 

responses? These have repercussions on how we think about 

ourselves, our environment, the choice of material palette and 

the carbon footprint on the ecosystem that our proposed 

designs generate.

And finally, there is the aspect of 'memory'. Our changing 

perceptions about time scale affect the nature of our 

memories as well. With the changing nature of our memory, 

we see ourselves differently, perceive spaces differently and 

have different priorities to consider – all this is a subject matter 

of another article some day.

THOUGHTS, TIME AND ARCHITECTURE
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AN APPEAL

Dear Friends,

It gives me immense pleasure and satisfaction to inform you that a long cherished 

desire of  the members of  the Institute of  owning the IIA Head Office premises at 

Prospect Chambers Annexe, Fort, Mumbai of  which we are the tenants for the last 

several decades has fructified.

Friends, we have finally entered into an agreement to purchase, with the Owners of  

the premises for a price of  Rs. 1.25 crores. Applicable Stamp Duty and other fees 

amounting to Rs. 6.55 lakhs along with a token advance of  Rs. 1 lakh has already been 

paid.

I congratulate all the members of  the Institute for this achievement in the Centenary 

Year of  I.I.A.

I also take liberty of  appealing to all the Chapters/Centres/Sub-Centres and also 

individual members of  the Institute to handsomely contribute to meet the 

requirement of  the balance payment to be made to the Owners.

“Wishing you all the Best once again”.

With warm regards,

Ar. Divya Kush
President

The Indian Institute of  Architects
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convenient mode of transport for rural-urban, as well as 
intercity mode of transport. 

1.2 Bus Terminus : An element of Image formation

Bus terminuses are important nodes that connect cities 
together. They are highly complex functional buildings which 
need to address movement of buses, private vehicles, 
passengers, public conveniences, waiting spaces, 
administrative offices and so on. Apart from these functional 
expectations, their image becomes important because they 
have substantial visual mass and urban presence. These nodes 
transform into landmarks and thus contribute in the legibility 
or the readability of the urban environment. They are partly 
responsible for a well-knit urban fabric as a whole, and hence 
the study of the factors that affect the creation of their image 
is very important. As architects and urban designers, it is 
necessary to create a robust image which contributes in 
legibility. 

1.3 Need for a Smart Design :

Public transport system is an efficient use of space and with 
reduced level of air and noise pollution. As population of a city 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Transport & Civilisation

Transportation has played a vital role in every aspect of ancient 
and modern civilization as well as their rise and fall. The well 
flourishing trade routes, rivers or the presence of harbours led 
to the rise of Egypt, Indus and other ancient civilization. 

Transport has four major principles :

• System of links such as roads, railways, tracks, air and sea 
routes

• Terminals where the shipment or travel ends or 
commences.

• Vehicles

• Human beings as operations, travellers and shippers.

Bus transportation is the most frequent and accessible means 
to all socio-economic classes in India. Other means of 
transport have their limitations and are not economically 
viable for every class of the society. Due to its wider 
accessibility and frequency of the bus service, it the most 
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ABSTRACT : Transport infrastructure has been the artery of the urban areas. All means of transport have a certain importance 
attached to it. The modes of transport operate from nodes called as the 'terminuses'. These buildings might be looked upon as 
“pure functional buildings”, whereas, they are also part of the urban imagery as a whole.

Bus transport is an important facility used by the masses. These buildings also work as landmarks owing to their vibrant nature 
of activities. These type of buildings fall in the 'public realm' in true sense, which is why they have a certain mental image 
attached to it. These 'terminus' are the nodes as well the entry points to the city. They create the “first image” of the city for a 
traveller. Hence it is important to study such facilities and derive some conclusions to make them more user-friendly. 

Research suggests that such facilities should be designed in such a way that it imbibes smartness in the way people use them. 
This smartness can be brought in by designing spaces which offer clear communication, visibility, functional clarity, and 
freedom of choice. Using landscape inserts, helps a traveller visually as well as experientially.

Such designing policies help for a chaotic place like a bus terminus to function smoothly, and also it creates a positive urban 
image for the users.
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grows, spread of public transport, whether road or rail based, 
should increase. Mass transport is generally regarded as 
energy efficient mode of the transport, carrying more people 
utilising lesser volume of space on roads. This applies to intra-
city as well as intercity transport.

In Indian context, a lot of villages are connected through bus 
service, as railway link is not feasible. Pune being a major 
junction, with many state and national highways passing 
through it, it connects manysmall and big towns and villages 
and is a major transportation hub.In context of the smart city 
movement, the public facilities like bus terminus have to 
become state of art in such a manner that they become user 
friendly, functionally efficient and environment friendly. 

Expecting each and every one using terminus to be smart is 
slightly over ambitious; hence we have to make the campus 
smart, which will induce the people to use it smartly.

Smartness can be induced in a certain facility by adopting the 
following measures

• Legibility in design

• People centric facilities

• Strong communication

• Adopting design smartness

• Integrating energy efficient services

2. METHODOLOGY

To understand the issues involved in a bus terminus, to study 
the factors affecting the image formation and also the factors 
affecting user satisfaction, case study research was 
undertaken of four bus terminals. Travellers were interviewed 
using interview schedule to find how best the facilities suit 
their needs and their suggested improvements. Along with 
this, the elements which contribute to the formation of the 
image of the terminus, were also studied.

2.1 Case Selection

Cases were selected keeping in mind various architectural 
responses in various cities of India.

The selected cases were,

• Central Bus terminus, Vadodara.

• Swargate Intercity Bus terminus, Pune.

• Shivajinagar Intercity Bus terminus, Pune.

• Kadamba Bus terminus, Panjim.

2.2 Survey Research

A research through a questionnaire survey was carried out 
where people were asked to ratea factors on the basis of how 
strongly they influence the image of that particular bus 

terminus. In order to find these factors, a pilot study was 
carried out and the factors were fixed. Along with the 
questionnaire, observation were made on the circulation, 
light, allied activities etc. and in how they influence the image.

Three Case studies had been identified to carry out the 
questionnaire survey; two being in Pune and one outside 
Pune. The case studies identified were:

1. Shivajinagar Intercity Bus Terminus, Pune.

2. Swargate Intercity Bus Terminus, Pune.

3. Central Bus Terminus, Vadodara.

Fifteen users from each of these terminus were selected and 
were asked to rate the factors that influence the image of the 
bus terminus. These factors were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, in 
which '5' being the highest rating.

The factors identified were :

• Form of the building

• Colour of the building

• Crowd management

• Cleanliness

• Maintenance

• Landscape around

• Entrance

• Pedestrian – vehicular segregation

• Parking for private vehicles

• Waiting area

• Toilet facilities

• Feeling of security

3. FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS

The data from the survey research and the observations, were 
converted to statistical charts, and compared for better 
understanding.

The charts show that factors such as Form of the building, 
Colour of the building, Maintenance, Cleanliness, Entrance, 
Pedestrian segregation, and toilet facilities are rated the 
highest in the case of Central Bus Terminus, Vadodara; in the 
case of which all these factors were managed better in case of 
the terminus.

A 'T test' was carried out to compare the results between the 
case studies. The test shows that all other factors except 
Crowd management, Landscape, and Toilet Facilities, show a 
significant difference in the opinion of people (which the 
ratings higher in case of Vadodara terminus Case study).

DESIGNING SMART FACILITIES FOR A SMART CITY : CASE OF A BUS TERMINUS
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'Toilet facilities' and 'Crowd management' were the two points that didn't show any particular difference in the ratings given by people.
All other factors show a significant difference, as also stated by the bar charts in the earlier comparative analysis.
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Table 1. T Test : Comparison 1. Vadodara Terminus - Shivajinagar Terminus
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Apart from 'Cleanliness', no factors show a significant difference in the ratings given by the people.  
Cleanliness at Shivajinagar is rated higher than that of Swargate.
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Apart from 'Crowd Management', all other factors show a significant difference in the rating given by the people.
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Table 3. T test : Comparison 3. Vadodara Terminus - Swargate Terminus
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Figure 1 : DP 2007, showing the site location

The observations and the research led to a conclusion that 
facilities like a terminus building, which deal with great 
amounts of traffic, both vehicular and pedestrian; needs to be 
dealt with in smart manner. Smartness needs to be inculcated 
while designing, influencing the users to use the space 
smartly.

Some pointers leading to the above aim were:

• Clarity in planning

• Synchronisation in circulation and design

• Passenger centric planning

• Anxiety reduction for travellers

• Use of landscape

• Total pedestrian and vehicular segregation

• Ensuring low risk environment

4. MODEL DESIGN SOLUTION :  A case of Pune

4.1 Location in context of the city

The locations for current intercity bus terminus in Pune lie in 
the heart of the city. This takes a toll on the current road widths 
and traffic conditions. The buses coming all the way into the 
heart of the city to drop off and pick up passengers create a lot 
of pressure on the current traffic.

It is essential to create a two tiered system for intercity/ 
interstate transport, where the intercity terminus lie on the 
city fringes accessible by public or private transport. This 

would reduce the amount of buses entering the city. This 
would reduce the transit time and would be easier for the 
buses to link on the highways from the city buses.

The selected site lies in the city of Pune, in the state of 
Maharashtra, on the junction of National Highway 4 and 
Baner-Mahalunge road. It is earmarked for Truck/ Transport 
terminus as of 2007 Development plan.

4.2 Design Solution

The design aims at creating a Smart Bus terminus with a stress 
free environment for the travellers.

The design process started off with circulation playing a key 
role in planning. Bus circulation and planning, in and around 
the site was crucial in handling the traffic.

Figure 2 : Image showing site planning
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Table 4. Salient feature of design - The terminus facility has been designed to inculcate smartness
at micro and macro levels, such that the design responds to the user smartly.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE EFFECT ON SMARTNESS

SITE SELECTION

Site located on the city fringes,  Reduces the load on the city traffic. Transit time reduces drastically

easy highway accessible

PLANNING

Site planning done according to bus A no conflict site is achieved

and passenger circulation

Change In Bus Bay System: Use of bays Less chaos. Easier route segregation. User Control

jutting out from the terminus building

Functional segregation of activities Clarity in planning. No clashes of two functions.

 Traveller and Staff functions are totally separate.

Wide arrival bay No clutter at the entrance. Hence less anxiety. Grander ambience.

Waiting area aligned to bus bays. Traveller has direct connection physically and visually with the bus bays,

 which transforms the environment to be stress free.

STRUCTURE & AESTHETICS

Combined structural system used. Space transition from human level to a grand space can be achieved

Integration of structure and design Aesthetics evolve from the structure itself.

Use of Portal frames Ceiling can be hung from the frames, thus a columnless space can be designed. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Use of Photovoltaic cells on the roof Use of renewable energy. Facility becomes energy efficient.

IMAGE CREATION

Integration of landscape and public park Visually the space begins to feel more stress free.

 People enjoy the unbuilt space and get freedom of choice while waiting.

Creating ambience and impact on the People react to a space by the feel they get by it. Hence bA1:B18y creating a very

Urban image good ambience, we imbibe in people a respect about the space.
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4.3 Structure and Form
The Design of the terminus requires long span spaces for the 
waiting areas; and for the public facilities zone require spaces 
of human scale.

Hence a combined system of portal frames and RCC frames 
structure was used.

The design functions universally in every sense, as it caters to 
every requirement of a terminus in a practical and smart 
manner. Along with the varied functions and activities planned 
in the campus, the whole facility functions as a homogeneous 
place of transit for people, which demands respect, defines a 
particular pattern for the user, still keeping the users freedom 
of activity intact, and allows for all the varied chaotic activities 
to be functional without any clashes.

The terminus is holistic in design, structure and experience, 
which allows great legibility and comfort for travellers. The 
terminus thus transforms into a lively urban space, with a 
freedom of activity for people, which lets them use the 
terminus by their instinct, smartly.
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Figure 4 : Bird's Eye view of the facility Figure 5 : Union of Space and Structure

Figure 3 : Image explaining the structural system
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History of Cultural Town : IRAN  

With reference to 'The Morphogenesis of Iranian Cities' by 
Michael E. Bienne, we get to know the profile of Iranian cities 
considering under religious town. It states the city is evolving 
with orthogonal network of streets which was not postulated 
for the ideal Islamic city, rather it has come like irregular, 
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ABSTRACT : Changes can be observed by the passage of time and interaction between the settlements, and hence we can 
observe change from closed fabric of the cities to fragmented fabric. It has effected the different elements of the urban form for 
example, the plotted land, built space, unbuilt space, streets, and open space etc. In urban morphology and the problem of the 
modern urban fabric it says the radical changes undergone by any town are the effect of territorial expansion in large volume. 
Research used the term 'Autonomous' having right to self- govern, self- sufficient, having freedom to act independently. Now 
question arises why don't we think about the caliber of the city planning towards the control of the independently growing city, 
and not only growing but also scattering of the settlement in patches and giving the overall evaluation as heterogeneous 
structure. Now structure can be picked as spatial structure. Physical structure can further have some branches like the evolving 
outfit of the buildings giving new edge to the city. Solving out some different aspects how the city is growing, we may get to 
know the reason behind the spreading of the city. Term Morphology may contribute to the inner city core in formations, 
deformation and transformation and how it forces the settlement to fight for its resistance and reach the point where it can 
have shell of its own wishes & reasonable needs. City evolves in the direction of least resistance and hence reaches to the 
periphery and slowly out of vision and gives the spatial character a heterogeneity.

twisting lanes, & emerging orthogonal network of streets. It 
has a grid system of planning as a whole but this grid pattern is 
not the result of outward growth of streets which is 
surrounding religious buildings but by the irrigation system 
which are poeticized. These orthogonal network of water 
channels via street also corresponds to the slope of the land. 
So we can conclude that one of the reason behind evolution 
was achieved by the irrigation & cultivation patterns which 
forced the cities to grow along existing streets and via water 
channels, & gave basic morphology of Traditional Iranian Cities 
as filling of houses adjacent to the rectangular fields and 
orchards. in addition to that it also includes the basic daily 
routine of the people and what is their basic activity. If talking 
about Islamic city as a cultural town it included two central 
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institutions - the Friday mosque and the market - with a 
hierarchy of trades outward from the mosque, and the division 
of residential space was done into numerous quarters. These 
quarters are in form of wards. Streets will be in order to be 
undefined and twisted. Later the entire concept of an ideal 
'Islamic city' which come into question by A.H. Hourani,“ The 
Islamic City in the light of recent Research”, in A.H. Hourani and 
S.M. Stern, eds., The Islamic City; A colloquium. Given the 
overall street as traditionally twisted. And the best part of the 
cultural town was that the maze of twisted streets was 
accepted as valid even by Geographers. 

Cultural Town : VARANASI

Varanasi is coming up as one of the largest urban centers and 
fast-growing city of the state. According to Census 2011, VMC 
population accounted for 2% of the total state's population 

and 33% of the Varanasi district population. The population of 
Varanasi city is characterized by three typologies of population 
including, the population which has resided within the old city 
for generations and are likely to continue living there, the 
population moving to the newly developed areas outside the 
city limits which largely comprise of migrants, and  the floating 
tourist population. The population density of the city is high 
.i.e. 14,600 persons/sq. Km. Though the household size has 
come down from 2001 level, but it is still higher than state and 
national average. The sex ratio is much lower than the district, 
state and national average Migration to Varanasi is mostly 
from within the state. Of which, 69% are from rural areas 
within the state. Around 5.37 lakh people visit Varanasi every 
month. Over the period (2003-2012), the number of incoming 
tourists (domestic and foreign) increased at a CAGR of 9%.

PHYSICAL GROWTH

The city has a radial development pattern with areas like the 
BHU, the Manduadih, Sheopur and Sarnath emerging as the 
new growth centers in all directions. Over a period of time, 
with the inclusion of a large number of villages and urban 

CHANGING URBAN FORM OF HERITAGE CITY - VARANASI
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settlement, the city development has resulted in irregularly 
shaped built up areas along peripheries of the central areas of 
the city. The coming up of the Diesel Locomotive works and 
residential colonies over an area of 250 hectare in the 
Southwest and the Soda Ash factory along the GT road in the 
East mark the development around the rural city fringe. The 
central spaces in the core city where all the spinal streets 
merge formed the business zone, this similar character got 
continued along these spines and forming smaller business 
zones at nodes i.e. intersections.

SETTLEMENT TYPOLOGIES

Varanasi can be divided into three settlement typologies 
namely, the old city area, the central area and the new area, 
Owing to the fertile land of the region, Varanasi became a 
commercial center. This induced growth of the city created a 
high density core area in the city which today serves as a CBD 
and also a major heritage tourism attraction. There are a total 
of 84 ghats spread laterally abutting the river. Each ghat has its 
own importance depending upon the kind of function that is 
performed on the ghat. The city grew following the crescent 
shape of the river.  It was a centre for learning since ancient 
time and far further more emphasized by the development of 
BHU (Banaras Hindu University) and Sarnath on the outer 
periphery of the city .The city growth was limited by the Varun 
and Assi on the north and the south and the city grew beyond 
these limits only after the 20th century. The map below shows 
the area division of Varanasi city.

SPATIAL GROWTH TRENDS 

Among the changes that took place in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, one of the most significant is the -increase 
in the pakka houses which rapidly encroach upon the kachcha 
houses. Also, all vacant spaces in the immediate 
neighborhood of the Ganga were filled in by Pakka houses. The 
two ill-drained areas, formerly occupied by the Godaulia Nala 
and the Misra Pokhra Jhil (tank) in the south and the Maidagin 
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and Machhodari tank in the north seem to have disappeared. 
A significant development however, was the development of 
the cantonment and civil lines areas which lay south and north 
of the Grand Trunk road. Major development took place in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century. To cater to the growing 
needs, suburban bazaars and a few hotels sprang up. The first 
railway link came into existence towards the closing decade of 

the last century. This period thus, is marked in general by the 
slow growth of the city with no appreciable addition of new 
areas except by way of building over the gaps and vacant 
spaces in the outer zones of the city.

The urban area of Varanasi continued to expand along the 
riverfront through the 19th century. Masonry bridges were 
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built over the Ganga and Varana; ponds like Benia, Maidagin, 
and Machhodari, and Godaulia Nala were drained and 
replaced by parks or streets; many houses were demolished so 
as to permit road widening in the centre of the city. The 
Dashvamedh-luxa road was built running west from the river 
toward Cantonment Railway Station. 

The north-south artery called Chauk was cleared though the 
business district. Slowly the city came to have its present 
shape. The urban area of Varanasi continued to expand along 
the riverfront through the 19th century. Masonry bridges 
were built over the Ganga and Varana; ponds like Benia, 
Maidagin, and Machhodari, and Godaulia Nala were drained 
and replaced by parks or streets; many houses were 
demolished so as to permit road widening in the centre of the 
city. 

The Dashvamedh-luxa road was built running west from the 
river toward Cantonment Railway Station. The north-south 
artery called Chauk was cleared though the business district. 
Slowly the city came to have its present shape.

RECENT GROWTH DIRECTION

The introduction of various branches of the Northern and the 
North eastern railways along with the construction of the 
railway bridge near Rajghat, installation of water works and 
provision of improved sewerage and drainage works widely 
modified the cultural landscape of Varanasi in the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century. Many educational institutions, 
various public establishments (such as hospitals, 'anathalays', 
clubs, dharamshalas) besides other institutes catering for 
public welfare sprang up throughout the city. The deep 
devotion of Pt. Madan Mohan Malviya to the cause of learning 
found expression in the well planned, semi-circular university 
township in the southwestern extremity of the city .Along the 
riverside as many as 84 ghats provide magnificent gateways 
from the river to the interior of the city. The city has grown in 
the north and north-west direction .i.e. north peripheral areas 
the population density in the central city area appears to have 
increased.

CONCLUSION :

The areas of Old City have become congested. The area is 
compact with high density. This leads to chaotic development 
of the area. Some measures to decongest the area should be 
explored. A township could be developed at the available land 
in periphery of the city. In these townships people from the 
highly congested areas could be relocated by providing some 
incentives. The scope of development within the city is limited 
due to in availability of the land. City can explore option of 
increasing the FAR, but that will again burden the existing 
supporting infrastructure. Decongestion of the present highly 
density area is also necessary. The new development option 
city has to spread out by in a planned manner. Other part of 
the Ganga could be explored if connectivity and allied 
infrastructure to that area is made better. Green areas in the 
city should be increased. Parks and Playgrounds should be 
developed. City has lot of potential to develop as organized 
settlement. Addressing all the issues is not possible but some 
major constraints can be caused by introducing policies which 
can control urban spread of the city and can help reduce load 
on physical infrastructure.
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ABSTRACT : Urban areas are engines of growth for the economy of every nation and it is projected that by 2030, urban areas 
are expected to house 40% of India's population and contribute 75% of India's GDP. Today, rapid economic growth has seen 
Lucknow emerging as the one of the fastest growing mega cities of the country at a much faster pace than anticipated. 
Predominantly, Lucknow is known for its innumerable sagas of culture- 'tehzeeb', heritage, textiles, and cuisines which make it 
a part of the proposed Uttar Pradesh Heritage Arc. The increase in population and expansion of Lucknow has resulted in an 
increased demand for transport which shows eventual increase in private vehicles leading to extra load on roads irrespective of 
improvising on public transport. In addition the physical infrastructure of old city was not designed for the current scenario 
which adds on to traffic congestion and hinders the beauty of heritage places. This article analyzes the mobility constraint 
faced by old city of Lucknow and an attempt is made to suggest the measures to be taken for solving this problem. This requires 
comprehensive development of physical, institutional, social and economic infrastructure. Development of Smart Cities is a 
step in this direction which will aid in improving the quality of life.
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energy consumption and 80% of CO  emissions worldwide. 2

Therefore, urban areas represent the largest of any 
environmental policy challenge and become a main focus for 
it. To cope with this rapid rate of urbanization, we will need to 
invent new ways to manage cities and make them more 
effective and this will pave the way for a new ecosystem of 

INTRODUCTION
Presently, we are living in an urban century which is only set to 
increase. Cities house half the world's population today but 
are set to be home for three quarters in 2050. The alarming 
growth of urban population has raised concern on the support 
system their cities can offer as they represent three quarters of 

ANALYZING MOBILITY CONSTRAINT IN TRANSFORMING HERITAGE CITY OF LUCKNOW
INTO A SMART CITY : A CASE OF AMINABAD
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services which will enable both a better quality of life and 
reduced energy consumption. Climate change has been a 
significant factor in the urge for smart cities, in the hopes that 
enhancing our highly populated urban areas will allow 
reduced environmental degradation like low gas emissions 
etc. and waste production. 

DEFINING SMART CITY
Smart city can be defined as a developed urban area that 
creates sustainable economic development and high quality 
of life by excelling in multiple key areas and thereby providing 
smart solution.

Thus, a smart citizen would be incomplete without smart 
education, smart infrastructure, smart energy, and all this will 
not run functionally without smart mobility.

IMPORTANCE AND NEED OF SMART CITIES 
In India, migration from village to urban precinct is a 
continuous process, resulting in population agglomeration in 
cities. The significant challenges experienced by such cities 
are: 

• Inflated population,

• Environmental and regulatory requirements,

• Declining tax bases and budgets and increased costs

Cities are being stretched to their limits and are struggling to 
provide basic urban services. In nut shell, the socio-economic 
challenges of unemployment, traffic congestion, pollution and 
shortage of housing are the major issues associated with the 
cities; to cope with these challenges evolution of smart cities 
are needed. 

LUCKNOW : REASON FOR SELECTION UNDER SMART CITY 
MISSION
Indian government has put forward a proposal of 
remodeling 100 Indian cities onto sound concept of Smart 
cities for promoting sustainable development and Lucknow 
has been selected under this 100 Smart City Mission.

1. Assured electricity supply

2. Sanitation, including solid waste management

3. Efficient urban mobility and public transport

4. Affordable housing, especially for the poor

5. Robust IT connectivity and digitalization

6. Good governance, especially e-Governance and citizen 
participation

7. Sustainable environment

8. Safety and security of citizens, particularly women, children 
and the elderly

9. Health and education

Figure 2 : Smart city core infrastructure elements Figure 3 : Lucknow Master Plan 2021

Lucknow 'The city of Nawabs' is capital city of India's most 
populated state Uttar Pradesh and a major metropolitan city 
of India. It is known as a North Indian cultural, architectural 
and artistic hub of 18th and 19th centuries showcasing the 
excellence of Nawabi era. It continues to flourish as an 
important center of government, education, commerce, 
aerospace, finance, pharmaceuticals, technology, design, 
culture, tourism, music and poetry which reflects reasons for 
its selection in the Smart City Mission.Table  Decadal growth of 
urban agglomeration and LMC (1951-2021)Gomti river which 
flows from north- west to south- east through the center of the 
city divides it into two parts: Trans Gomti area which is new 
and planned development and Cis Gomti reflecting old 
development such as Aminabad, Chowk, Hazratganj, Nakkhas 
Nawab Ganj, Chupatiya etc. showcasing densely populated 

area with inadequate infrastructure. Looking at Lucknow's 
demography, it has been seen that Lucknow's population has 
grew more than that of other old cities in the 1980s- mainly 
due to the extension of the jurisdiction of the Lucknow 
Municipal Corporation - from 14,594 hectares in 1981 to 
33,750 hectares in 1991.

Smart
Infrastructure

SMART
CITY 

Smart
Mobility

Smart
Energy

Smart
Educa�on &
Government 

Figure 1 : Smart City Equation
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from the times when the old city of Lucknow was designed. 
The lanes of these old areas were actually modeled for Palkis, 
hawadars, and horses which were later on replaced by ekkas 
and tongas. The irony of modern times is that the mode of 
transport by now have changed over to the tempo, bus, cars 
etc. for the same road width leading to unbearable traffic 
congestion and noise pollution.

As per report of State Transport Department, the expansion in 
the 1980s meant the population density decreased from 69 
persons per hectare to 49 persons per hectare, but has now 
increased to 67 persons per hectare due to population growth. 
The population growth projected varies between 3.51 to 4.37 
per cent per year over different 5-year periods until 2021. 

For selection of a city under Smart City Mission, Indian 
government has laid down a number of criteria which are 
represented in the figure 5.

Lucknow is selected in this mission keeping in mind the 
developments being proposed and carried out. Some of them 
are listed below:

• Piped natural gas (PNG) connection to its residents 
mandatory in new housing projects

• Proposal of  world class cricket stadium

• Proposed township in the vicinity of  proposed Lucknow 
Metro Rail route for reducing transportation load

• Wi-Fi connectivity 
in Hazratganj- the 
heart of Lucknow

• Pedestr ian and 
c y c l e  t r a c k s  
provided for green 
mobility and their 
p r o p o s a l  
c o m p u l s o r y  i n  
u p c o m i n g  
townships.

MOBILITY CONSTRAINT IN OLD LUCKNOW : A CASE OF 
AMINABAD
With the radial growth of the city, the jurisdiction of Lucknow 
has grown in a radius of 25 KM wherein majority of 
commercial centers, main offices, commercial hubs and 
educational institute are located in the central park of the city 
thereby making daily commutes a necessity. The growth of 
Lucknow has resulted in an increased demand for transport 
which shows eventual increase in private vehicles leading to 
extra load on roads irrespective of improvising on public 
transport. Accordingly, transport infrastructure how ever has 
not grown correspondingly and is therefore highly 
inadequate. The mode of transport has undergone sea change 

Existing 
Service 
Levels

Self 
Financing

Institutional
Systems/
Capacities

Past Track 
Records and 
Reforms

Figure 4 : Criteria for selection of a
city under Smart City Mission

1981   1007604    193622 23.79     947990    173346 22.38  59614 20276       51.54 

1991   1669204    661600 65.66   1619116    671125 70.79  50089  -9524   -15.98

2001   2245509    576305 34.53   2185927    566811       35  59582    9493    18.95 

2011* 3226000   980491 43.66 3166000   980073 44.84 60000     418     0.70 

2021* 4500000 1274000 39.49 4440000 1274000 40.24 60000         0          0

Source: Master Plan: 2021; *Projected Population

Year            Lucknow Urban Agglomera�on                Lucknow Municipal Corpora�on                   Lucknow Cantonment 

Table 2.1: Decadal Growth of Urban Agglomera�on & Lucknow Municipal Corpora�on (1951-2021)

Popula�on              Decadal       Growth          Pop.             Decadal      Growth rate       Pop.           Decadal        Growth
                                 Growth         rate%                                 Growth               %                                     Growth         rate%

Table 2 : Vehicular Growth Rate
Source : RITES Report and UP State Transport Department

Types of vehicles 1994 1998 2005 Annual
    growth
    rates
    1995-2005

TWO WHEELERS 212774 285511 601745 16.62

CAR JEEP VANS 27608 42855 97878 23.14

BUS 1126 1349 3553 19.59

TRUCK/HCV 4219 5264 7742 7.59

TRACTORS/LCV 10077 11017 19985 8.94

THREE WHEELER,  6487 8579 9567 4.32
TAXI AND OTHER

TOTAL 262291 354579 749395 16.88



An introduction about Aminabad :
According to historic credentials, Chowk Bazaar was the first 
market of Lucknow during Nawabi era where almost every 
need of daily life was met. Later on, under the British rule 
followed up by shifting of development to a new commercial 
area was developed called as Hazratganj which was a true 
picture of high status market meant for the Britishers 
population. Around the same time, the genesis of another 

market was laid by the local inhabitants at the south western 
outskirts of the city, which was initially called as Masarratganj 
or Sikandarabad on the name of Sikandar Shikoh, son of Shah 
Alam II. After Sikandar Shikoh's death his wife sold this 
property to Nawab Imdad Husain Khan Aminuddaulah, 
Wazeer of Nawab Amjad Ali Shah. Aminudaullah developed 
this area and on his name this market came to be known as 
Aminabad. Aminabad served as a center for various political 
gatherings in Aminuddaula Park during freedom times, 
interface for various poets for sharing their poetry, a place 
which have strengthened Hindu Muslim Amity for decades, 
turned into a market place after the partition and the list goes 

 

AMINABAD
 

Figure 5 : Aminabad on old map of Lucknow
Source: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/
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Figure 6 : Land Use Plan of Aminabad (Ground Floor)

Figure 7 : Land Use Plan of Aminabad (First Floor)

Figure 8 : Road Network in Aminabad Market

Book Market Road is crammed 
with book depots and stationers 
selling all kinds of educational 
textbooks, guides and stationery.

Aminabad road from the end of Book Market 
Road to the Kaiserbagh roundabout is dotted 
with shops selling leather footwear and, more 
importantly, garments decorated with the 
famous Chikankari, an embroidery style 
unique to this city.

The neighboring 
G w y n n e  R o a d ,  
n a m e d  a f t e r  a  
British officer who 
to o k  c h a rge  o f  
deve lop ing  th i s  
area, is famous for 
stores that stock 
w e d d i n g  a n d  
invitation cards.

Mohan Market is 
one of the city's 
o ldest ,  hous ing  
shops that were 
allotted to refugees 
after the partition 
of 1947. The market 
houses dozens of 
garments stores.

Gadbar Jhala houses numerous stalls 
selling all kinds of products for women, 
from pins and buttons to bindis and 
bangles. It is, in fact, the city's oldest 
bangle market, and was started in 1922.

Currently known as Gautam Buddha Marg, it is still locally 
referred to as 'Latoose' Road after Sir James John Digges 
LaTouche, who ordered the renovation of the area, this 
started out as a vegetable market. Soon, a number of arms 
dealers and electric item vendors set up shop here. Today, 
along with these stores retailing electrical items and 
plumbing supplies have also lined up the street.

ANALYZING MOBILITY CONSTRAINT IN TRANSFORMING HERITAGE CITY OF LUCKNOW
INTO A SMART CITY : A CASE OF AMINABAD
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on. Aminabad was the place about which was said 'jo aake na 
jaye' but, now it is turned into a chaotic commercial centre 
which still has the flickering lustre of the famed Lakhnawi 
culture. Presently, Aminabad has become center of various 
activities such as residential, commercial, etc which lead to 
increase in population density of this area. As per urban 
intervention project entitled “Redevelopment of Aminabad” 
undertaken by B. Arch. V Year (Session 2008-09), Integral 
University Lucknow, it was found out that there was major 
difference in land use areas of a similar building at different 
floors.

This change in land use was not conceived initially but has 
occurred gradually with increase in population. Aminabad is a 
place where one can find almost everything ranging from 
chikan-dresses to electronics, foot wear, food, house hold 
articles, sweets etc etc.  The major roads of Aminabad serve 
and support different style of markets and products. 
Lamentably today, Aminabad is in the vicious grip of traffic 
woes, growing number of street vendors who add to the 
congestion, dirty and un-kept roads and all around litter. The 
corridors along the shops have been encroached upon leaving 
little room for shoppers to walk.

Problems identified :
The congested area of Aminabad, Lucknow faced mobility 
issued commonly due to:

• encroachment of available road space by vendors 
hindering pedestrian movements

• shortage of parking leading to increase in haphazard on 
street parking  

• Poor public transport service leading to increase in 
private vehicles

• no identified stoppages for public transport which 
randomly stop on roadsides causing inconvenience in 
traffic flow

• Road not designed for present mode of transportation

• Mixed land use without proper infrastructure

• Public not abide by traffic rule and regulations

Figure 9 : Panaromic View of Latosche Road

Figure 10 : Panaromic View of Sri Ram Road

Figure 11 : Aminabad map showing encroachment
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SOLUTION FOR SMART MOBILITY
• In Aminabad, major problem faced by commuters is 

abstinence of appropriate parking zones which leads to 
congestion of traffic and hinders pedestrian movement. 
Therefore, after analyzing traffic conflict points, zones for 
multilevel parking near market and commercial spaces 
should be identified and necessary action should be 
taken to develop them so as to avoid overcrowding by 
reducing on street parking.

• Proper transit stops should be marked for public 
transport vehicles so that they can stop only at these 
identified points which will ease public movement.

• Proposed widening of prominent roads and intersection 
if possible.

• Pedestrianization of Aminabad Road, Gwynne Road, 
Book Market Road, Naaz Cinema Road and Nazirabad 
Road could be done during day time (11:00 – 21:00 Hrs) 
to avoid congestion. Further, for the ease of public e-
rickshaws can be allowed to cover long distances. 

• Pathways should be well designed for encouraging public 
to walk rather than ride.

• Proper Landscaping should be done to give life to this 
place and also to enhance microclimate of this place.

CONCLUSION
The above study concludes that the mobility constraints exist 
in old city of Lucknow which is of much concern as it hinders 
the beauty of the place and creates traffic overcrowding. For 
this, administrative authorities on their part should remove 
the encroachments and increase surveillance. The registered 
vendors should be allotted alternative spots which have scope 
of accommodating them and at the same time expand the 
weekly bazaars on off days of other markets so that the mobile 
vendors could carry on their business on a daily basis. The 

parking spaces need to be augmented can be provided in form 
of multistoried parking at appropriate areas. In addition, the 
need of alternate transportation modes (better public 
transport system) is significantly required that can meet the 
increasing population trend and reduce the personal vehicular 
ownership which will result in lesser traffic volume.  Finally, 
article is concluded with the cautious words of Syed M. Rizwan 
(freelance Translator and an expert of Lucknow's heritage): 
Procrastination in withholding decadence could lead to 
whipping a dead horse. According to an Urdu poet :

kahin aisa na ho': 

“Warq dar warq, qarb-o-ehsaas ki puri puri dastaan hai.

dil ko pash pash kar dene waley qisse hain, 

waqt ke kafan pehne yaadon ke janaze maqbaron ki phaseelon 
mein so rahe hain”.

Figure 12 : Pictures showing Traffic Congestion at various nodes

Figure 13 : Road Sections
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2. Capability :

 “The word capability has been used to refer being able 
to perform certain basic functioning what a person is capable 
of doing and being.”

 There is a subset of livelihood capabilities that include 
being able to cope with stress and shocks. It is also proactive 
and dynamically adaptable. 
It includes gaining access to 
and using services and 
information,  exercis ing 
foresight, experimenting for 
innovation, competing and 
collaborating with others, 
a n d  e x p l o i t i n g  n e w  
conditions and resources.

-  Amartya Sen (1984 -1987)

1. Defining Rural Community :

 Rural communities are defined as the community with 
more vernacular and basic form of infrastructure having 
common geographical area.

ABSTRACT : Rural communities comprise world's major population. These communities help in portraying country's true 
culture and preserve its identity. These are symbiotic in nature and signifies role of social and cultural homogeneity and also 
shows role joint family, and closeness with nature. As with the growth of human need of urbanization and globalization, role of 
rural communities and its significance is affected. In the agriculture based country like India 70% of the population resides in 
rural communities as per census. Hence there is a strong need of sustaining the rural communities and taking effective steps 
towards making Sustainable rural community which will help not only in contributing the development of country and Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) but also help in reducing the migration, congestion, and overpopulation in the urban areas. The paper 
is to produce paradigm of identification and utilization of the potential resides in community and making it like prototype 
which we can use in development of such communities throughout the country. The study is basically taken over a rural stretch 
near Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh. Through research and prior studies, sustainability was defined those strategies that look at the 
site's environment, energy resources and utilization of its potential as integral aspects of the design.

KEY WORDS : Symbiotic, homogeneity, sustainable rural community, GDP, paradigm, prototype.

Fig-1. Ratio of Rural and Urban Population Globally
Source : World Health Organization
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Fig-2. Aspects of Community
Source : World Health Organization
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3. Equity

 Generally, equity is measured in terms of relative 
income distribution. But broadly a distribution of assets, 
capabilities and opportunities and especially enhancement of 
deprived. It includes discriminations against women, 
minorities and put an end to rural poverty and deprivation.

 “Quality of life is seen in terms of valued activities and 
the ability to choose and perform those activities.”

 In present context the global village (rural 
communities) with finite resources threatened by wasteful 
and polluting consumptions on one hand, and by rapid growth 
of population on the other.

4. Features of Sustainable Communities :

 Sustainable communities maintain and improve their 
social, economic and environmental characteristics so that 
residents can continue to lead healthy, productive and 
enjoyable lives. In India it will be life style in lap of nature. The 
term “sustainable community” referrers to organic agriculture 
with low external inputs and adopting process which are self-
supporting without subsidy.

5. Environmental Sustainability :

 Environmental sustainability refers to the new global 
concerns with pollution, global warming, deforestation, 
overexploitation of non-renewable resources and physical 
degradation.

6. The intention of study :

 The intention of study is to provide a prototype of 
sustainable rural community. And showing he models and 
methods that how sustainability can be achieved. The 
community for his research has been taken as the clusters of 
rural communities at the out skirts of Gwalior namely Joura, 
Rithora, Mehgaon, and Porsa having vicinity of 80km diameter 
around Gwalior. Reason for choosing this community is as 
follows :

The selected rural communities have the potential to develop 
as it is rich in agriculture and cattle which is a very powerful 
source of local economy and can lead to sustainable 
development.

• The community have the potential to develop itself as a 
milk producing community and can directly contribute 
to the GDP of the nation.

• This rural community is sandwiched between to 
peripheral highways NH-3 and NH-98.

• This will also lead to reverse migration and the dwellers 
may again live life with dignity

• The proposal also includes the infrastructural 
development while making it sustainable and 
affordable.

It can be categorized in two phases :

a. Establishment of commercial collection centres run by 
the supreme authority of the communities.

b. All the revenue and profits will be used in 2nd phase 
development.

CONSERVATION OF
AVAILABLE
RESOURCES

SMART USE OF
VERNACULAR
RESOURCES

WASTE
MANAGEMENT

REDUCE
POLLUTION

Fig-4. Sustainability Strategies for Proposal:
Source : Authors Interpretation
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Fig-3. Three spheres of Sustainability
Source : Adopted from the 2002 University of Michigan,
Sustainability Assessment.

Fig-5. The Stretch of study
Source : Google map Access on 12th Jan 2013
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c. This approach will save the dweller's time and money 
and energy.

d. The collection centres also comprise of shops of local 
products like handicrafts and equivalents.

6.1 Second Phase development is infrastructure 
development while making it more sustainable:

6.1.1. Cluster:

 Increase density and land use efficiency will effectively 
reduce infrastructure cost. Providing moderate density of at 
least 12-16 units per acre encourages pedestrian focus and 
safety.

6.1.2. Minimize front setbacks:

 And provide outdoor porches, bay windows and 
gardens to enhance human scale, socialization, surveillance 
and safety.

6.1.3. Think small, smart and efficient :

 Size is generally proportional to cost. Small efficient 
homes are far more Affordable. Common wall construction 
can conserve energy and will reduce construction and 
maintenance cost.

6.2 Conservation of energy: a major long term cost to 
people and the environment.

6.2.1. By quality construction :

 High level of insulation, airlock entries, good southern 
solar exposure, efficient lighting, equipment and appliances. 
The NW energy codes are excellent and the greatest saving can 
occur by optimizing all design decisions by systems analysis 
path to code compliance.

6.2.2. Carefully orient each dwelling unit to sun and site :

 Take full advantage of passive solar strategies by 
providing increased windows, sun spaces green houses and 

gardens on the south side of dwellings .minimize windows 
orientation to west and east-very uncomfortable in hot 
summers. To increase summer comfort, shade all windows 
with over hangs, and deciduous plants. Plants not only provide 
shade, but also increase cooling by evaporative process and 
can provide enjoyment and food.

6.2.3. Increase use of renewable energy :

 Passive and active solar strategies for heating cooling 
and energy production besides shading windows, consider 
passive cooling methods such as clearstories, stacked or attic 
ventilation, drawing replacement air from cooler north side.

6.2.4. Land and resources conservation :

Critical resources for sustainable future,

First reduce then reuse and re-cycle :

Provide incentives and facilities to conserve to conserve 
material and monetary resources. In core of each unit provide 
a convenient recycling and compositing bins.

6.2.5. Land and resources conservation : 

 Design with permaculture :

 While landscaping various open space and community 
areas permaculture is a landscaping which is edible and 
perennial. Permaculture provides beauty, low maintenance 
shade and food that can be harvested by families of 
community groups, even sold locally for various site 
improvements of projects.

6.2.6. Land and resources conservation : 

 Provide for family gardening :

 On the southern area adjacent to the units as well as 
allotment gardens in various greenways encourage workshop 
to foster interest and awareness in benefits of family 
gardening.

6.2.7. Land and resources conservation :

 Water Conservation :

 A fundamental need for human health and delight :

 Develop water impoundments: areas and enhance 
wetlands .this allows water to percolate into the ground to 
water landscaping .reduce downstream ,flooding and increase 
water quality and bio-diversity while enhancing recreation 
and education.

6.2.8. Use xeriscaping :

 Xeriscape uses little water and maintenance for 
beautiful indigenous landscape.

AGRO CENTRE

SHOPS SHOPS

GRAINERY
CENTRE

VETERENANIAN
CENTRE

TESTING
LAB

INFORMATION
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COMMUNITY
COMMERCIAL /

COLLECTION
CENTRE

Fig-6. The First stage development:
Source: Authors Interpretation
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6.2.9. Air Quality : a variable for human health :

 Indoor air quality and human health are greatly 
improved by the use of green (non toxic) materials.

7. Case Study :

7.1 Hiware bazaar in Ahmed Nagar district of 
Maharashtra :

 A decade back it was a drought struck and poverty 
ridden village which is transformed into one of the best 
sustainable rural model India has seen. Around 60 millionaires 
reside in such a rural community. A decade back there was 
hardly any agriculture in the village due to lack of water, 
causing villagers to migrate and he surrounding eco system 
was seriously degraded.

8. The key to such a remarkable improvement towards 
sustainability.

• The answer is recognizing the potential of land and 
smart use of available resources.

• By building check dams and digging ponds to trap the 
rain water or we can say a proper way of water 
harvesting system helped in retaining water table and 
bringing back him greenery and fertility of land.

• Villagers built 52 earthen bunds, 2 percolation tanks, 
32 stone bunds. 

• 9 check dams from the same government funds. 
Investment in mulch cattle and milk production. In 
1995 the production was about150 litre/day, at 
present it is flourishing to 4000 litre/day.

It helped in reverse migration of people towards village, 
around 60 families returned with the desire of becoming 
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Fig-8.1. Recharging Techniques of Ground Water Table:
Source: IDFC, Quarterly Research Note No.16 | June 2012

farmer a live city life with dignity. Consequently infrastructure 
has been developed. Monthly capital Income has grossed Rs 
30,000 in village of 235 families, 1250 individuals and 60 
millionaires.

9. Conclusion :

 The aim is to highlight significance of rural community 
and the need of creating a sustainable tomorrow. Community 
is a primary objective of the present scenario. However 
attaining Sustainability requires the reorganization of 
potential of land and possibility of growth. Sustainable rural 
communities not only help in contributing the development of 
country and gross domestic product but also help in reducing 
the congestion migration and overpopulation in the urban 
areas. However their sustainability can be achieved when 
balance between environmental, economic and social 
sustainability will be maintained.

Fig-8.2. Recharging Techniques of Ground Water Table:
Source: IDFC, Quarterly Research Note No.16 | June 2012
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The IIA Sports & Cultural Committee is conducting the “IIAPL SEASON 7” from 3rd to 6th January 2018

at Ahmedabad, hosted by IIA Gujarat Chapter and IIA Ahmedabad Center. 

With a Vision to bring the architects together, and to foster friendly, intellectual, artistic, educational and scientific ties 

among the members through Sports, The Indian Institute of Architects' Premiere League (IIAPL) is being 

held as an annual Sports event of IIA.

Starting as friendly Cricket matches in 2011 and creating a wonderful past of National and International Cricket 

seasons from IIAPL 1 to 6,  Architects Cricket World Cup (Goodwill Cup 2014), the CENTENARY IIAPL 

was also hosted beautifully at Guwahati from 6th – 8th January 2017 with participation of more than

300 architects.

This season, along with Cricket for men, Badminton & Table Tennis tournaments for men and women architects, 

Swimming is also introduced in IIAPL, which will add more fun to the whole event. 

As we all take pride to know that,  Ahmedabad is recently declared as India's first “World Heritage City” by 

UNESCO. Hence, an exclusive Heritage Walk is organized on the morning of 6th January with the purpose of revealing 

the city's rich culture : arts and architecture, religious places, its traditions and its landscape to the guest architects.

The IIA wishes all the Architects a very happy New Year 2018 beginning with IIAPL as a Celebration ground for the 

members of fraternity.

IIAPL SEASON 7,  AHMEDABAD
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